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1. About the Undergraduate Writing
Programme at Ashoka
The Undergraduate Writing Programme (UWP) at Ashoka University is one of the �rst writing and critical
thinking programmes of its kind in the country. Our programme, developed bottom-up for the Indian context,
is designed to cultivate rigorous writing practices in �rst-year students. We believe that a liberal arts education is
built upon the foundation of analytical thinking communicated through clear and persuasive writing, across
disciplines. To foster these critical competencies, our instructors give individual attention to each student's
writing and communication skills, both written and oral, not only at the level of structure, sentence and
vocabulary but also by training them to be excellent researchers, adept at sophisticated argumentation and
composition.

The Undergraduate Writing Programme was designed to o�er one �agship course, Introduction to Critical
Thinking, to all Ashoka undergraduates. This is a mandatory requirement that all undergraduate students are
assigned, either in their �rst or second semester at Ashoka, and taught through small, seminar-style classes. ICT
employs the best writing pedagogy practices from across the world, to nurture the art and craft of composition
and critical thinking, in the �rst year of undergraduate training.The programme has evolved a robust,
interdisciplinary practice that trains students to articulate their ideas, evaluate sources and read texts closely to
unpack their essence, and build good academic practices that are likely to stand them in good stead in their
future journey as scholars and original thinkers. Our goal is to produce con�dent, mature communicators, who
are at ease writing a research paper with formal citations, reading an op-ed, or reciting spoken word poetry. We
are mindful of student diversity in our classrooms, and ensure that our students �nd and claim their voices in
writing, no matter their �uency level.

Our instructors come from di�erent disciplines and bring their own interests and energies to their courses, while
following an overarching syllabus format that ensures conceptual continuity in student learning across the many
di�erent sections we o�er.

2. Introduction to Critical Thinking
Introduction to Critical Thinking (ICT) is a compulsory Foundation Course (FC) that all undergraduate
students at Ashoka must take in either the �rst or the second semester at Ashoka University. (Whether you take
it in your �rst or second semester will be determined randomly by the OAA). Just like any other Foundation
Course, ICT does not count towards any major or minor in your undergraduate studies. But unlike other
Foundation Courses, ICT is capped at 20-25 students, to allow you to receive individual attention from your
instructors and work with a closely-knit peer group.
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During the course of the semester, students learn the basics of persuasive and argumentative writing, the
fundamentals of research, how to unpack a text in terms of its structure and tone, as well as the various styles of
citations. Emphasis is placed on how to make a persuasive argument by entering into conversation with other
writers, including one’s peers. In the process, the student learns how to respond appropriately to di�erent kinds
of writing situations, apply critical reading skills to support their writing, and integrate sources to make more
e�ective arguments. That these courses are not associated with any particular majors allow students to
experiment with a broad variety of writing genres (Personal Essays, Research Papers, Op-Eds, Reviews, etc.) and
themes. These inevitably draw from a multitude of disciplines, thereby promoting the interdisciplinary
approach which is central to the academic ethos at Ashoka.

2.1 A Note from the Head of  the Programme: ProfessorAditi
Sriram

Welcome to Ashoka University, and welcome to ICT! On behalf of the Undergraduate Writing
Programme, and our team, I am thrilled to welcome you into one of our classrooms. We hope
you �nd it to be a space where you can explore and experiment: with ideas, with doubts, with
words, with your own style of expression. If you’re not sure where you stand on any of these,
don’t worry! ICT is about taking something interesting -- an article, a book, a song, a movie, a
debate, a judgment, a performance, a crisis, a scandal -- and engaging with it as deeply and
honestly as you can. We don’t expect you to come to class ready with an answer or a stance on
what we are discussing. Rather, we want to dig into these issues and ideas with you, research
them as extensively as we can, and come up with responses together. Once you know your
perspective on a topic, we will focus on how to articulate that point of view while also being
honest, researched, and polished. It will be a lot of work: reading and re-reading, writing and

rewriting. But this will make you comfortable with feedback as well, so that you can transform an early draft of an essay into a stronger
�nal version.

The UWP team is excited to meet you; please reach out to any of us, at any time! You can �nd all of our contact and class information
on our website: https://ashoka.edu.in/page/uwp-team-436.

2.2 What if  you have not been assigned an ICT sectionin your
�rst semester at Ashoka?

It is understandable if you are a little apprehensive about not being allotted an ICT section -- the current
practice is to randomly assign one half of the incoming batch an ICT section in the �rst semester, while the
other half gets to pursue an additional FC in place of ICT in their �rst semester. If you are in this second
category, please be assured that we will ensure you are not at any major disadvantage with respect to your peers
who take ICT in their �rst semester.

As such, the course is intended to be a gradual introduction to the academic world, whose bene�ts unfold not
only over the course of a semester but the rest of your academic career, at Ashoka and beyond. However, any
immediate gains ICT-enrolled students have in terms of academic practice awareness will also be made available

https://ashoka.edu.in/page/uwp-team-436
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to students who do not have an ICT section. To that end, you are encouraged to make use of the following
resources:

1. The UWP, through its Track Changes series of workshops, will introduce students to a wide variety of
writers, working on producing di�erent kinds of texts, including academic ones. (See Section 6 on Past
Events for descriptions of a few of these events.)

2. A number of other shared resources, including a writing handbook and a directory of references, will be
made available to the students at the beginning of the semester.

3. Most Foundation Courses are designed to accommodate students who are not enrolled in ICT sections
as well. You are encouraged to reach out to your Professors and/or TFs for speci�c directives about
assignments that involve academic writing/critical thinking.

4. The CWC o�ers paper review and other speci�c services to students through slots with individual
tutors. For more information, please reach out to cwc@ashoka.edu.in.

5. Finally, you may always email the UWP (uwp@ashoka.edu.in) with any questions you have
about academic writing and critical thinking.

TRACK CHANGES: THE UWP’S STUDENT-LED SERIES OF WORKSHOPS

The UWP regularly organizes conversations with eminent individuals from The Academy and beyond, to give
students an opportunity to interact with some of the most active practitioners of critical thinking and
writing. Past participants have included Anuja Chauhan, Jairam Ramesh, Samanth Subramanian and Urvashi
Butalia. These sessions feature long exchanges between the students and speakers, and are intended to
complement your critical thinking experience at Ashoka. If you enjoy reading and are interested in
participating in/ volunteering for a Track Changes session, please reach out to us at
trackchanges@ashoka.edu.in.

3. FAQs
1. Am I also required to do a Critical Thinking Seminar (CTS) along with ICT?

The CTS is a sequel to the ICT, currently o�ered by individual departments. For the batch of 2020-23,
it is not a mandatory requirement as a part of  yourFoundation Courses. However, if you enjoy
ICT and would like to work in a small seminar-style class with an emphasis on writing once again, you
are free to opt for a CTS, provided that you are able to accommodate it within your schedule.

2. Can I opt out of my ICT section?
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Starting Monsoon 2021, the ICT section and the semester in which you are allotted the course will be
randomly determined by the OAA and will be binding. This is because  it is strongly recommended that
you complete your ICT in either your �rst or your second semester, preferably in the one in which you
have been assigned the course. Beyond this, it may not be possible to accommodate you alongside the
incoming batch, and this may put your graduation at risk. Please contact the OAA for more speci�c
queries regarding scheduling your ICT and for exceptional requests.

3. Can I switch to a di�erent ICT section?

Starting Monsoon 2021, the ICT section and the semester in which you are allotted the course will be
randomly determined by the OAA and will be binding. This is because  it is strongly recommended that
you complete your ICT in either your �rst or your second semester, preferably in the one in which you
have been assigned the course. Beyond this, it may not be possible to accommodate you alongside the
incoming batch, and this may put your graduation at risk. Please contact the OAA for more speci�c
queries regarding scheduling your ICT and for exceptional requests.

4. Does ICT count towards any major/minor/concentration?

No. ICT is a part of a student’s FC requirements, and although it is mandatory to have taken ICT to
graduate, it does not contribute to any academic program within any speci�c discipline in a technical
sense. However, you will �nd that what you learn in ICT provides a strong foundation to your future
academic career.

5. Can I take a CTS instead of an ICT course?

Your ICT is part of your 9-course FC requirements. You may not substitute this with any other course,
including the CTS. However, if your schedule permits you to, you may take a CTS in addition to your
ICT (if they are still o�ered).

4. Team

4.1 Instructor Pro�les

Please visit https://ashoka.edu.in/page/uwp-team-436 for a full list of instructors.

4.2 Peer Tutors

https://ashoka.edu.in/page/uwp-team-436
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The Peer Tutor program is a �ve-year-old program that connects third and fourth-year students with incoming
students, who have no idea what our �agship course, Introduction to Critical Thinking, will be like. A Peer
Tutor assigned to an ICT class will work closely with those students, both during class time and in additional
o�ce hours. They will also work closely with the instructor, perhaps designing activities related to critical
thinking/writing or even holding a class or two, thus building their skills as a leader in the classroom. In other
words, they are sharing their experiences as writers and scholars at Ashoka and helping others bene�t from their
journey.

Being students themselves, not only have they taken ICT and many other courses �rst-year students are taking,
but the Peer Tutors also keep the same hours as the students, making them their peers as well as tutors. This
ensures that their insights on academic writing and related struggles come from a space of empathy, which in
turn leads students into becoming more con�dent writers. Testimonies from the past couple of years have
proved that this bond makes the program an excellent resource for Ashokans. Developing this program allows us
to cultivate more peer-led communities in Ashoka, which is ideal for a writing-intensive liberal arts curriculum.

“As a bumbling �rst year, I, like everyone else, was rather
overwhelmed by the high standards of academic writing
we were being nudged towards achieving right from the
start. My Peer Tutor was of great help, especially in terms
of brain-storming ideas for papers, which was where I
often struggled. Growing as a con�dent writer over the
next few months made me keen to apply for being a Peer
Tutor myself; being a Peer Tutor in my 3rd and 4th years
at Ashoka was a fabulous experience. Because of the
Covid-19 pandemic from March 2020 onwards, each
semester was vastly di�erent from the next. Aiding the
instructor in adapting syllabi around the constraints and
opportunities of the online set-up was certainly a challenge
-- it also meant devoting more time to working with the
students, and especially �rst years who were beginning
university life online, but also acted as lessons in �exibility
and empathy. Additionally, that ICT is a mandatory
foundation course for all �rst-year students meant that I
would be dealing with papers tackling myriad, possibly
unfamiliar themes, which was daunting. However, with
time, I learned mechanisms of universal feedback and
editing, which otherwise would not have been possible in
my major courses which are thematically similar. Finally, as
one of three Peer Tutor Coordinators in my 4th year, I had
the opportunity to manage team-meetings, and rework
some of the policies of the Peer Tutor program owing to
Covid-driven circumstances, which was also an incredible
exercise in leadership and teamwork. Overall, being a Peer
Tutor was an extremely rewarding experience that helped
hone many of my own skills, and I genuinely enjoyed being
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part of an academic support network for students just
entering into university!”

- Ms. Teesta Rawal (ASP21), Peer Tutor Coordinator
(2020-21)

For a list of all peer tutors, see https://ashoka.edu.in/page/uwp-team-436.

For more information about the application process, eligibility criteria, and responsibilities of Peer Tutorship,
visit https://ashoka.edu.in/page/uwp-peer-tutor-488.

5. Past Events

5.1 From Pitch to Publication: Research and Writing with
Samanth Subramanian

https://ashoka.edu.in/page/uwp-team-436
https://ashoka.edu.in/page/uwp-peer-tutor-488
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The Undergraduate Writing Programme hosted a session with journalist and author Samanth Subramanian
on the 23rd of  Octoberat 6 PM. He was in conversation with Professor Aditi Sriram about his writing
process: how to come up with an idea, research it, re�ne it, and end with a published piece.

Subramanian has written three books and several articles, about everything from �sh, to cricket, to COVID-19
masks, to the scientist JBS Haldane. You can browse them all here. In the session, we analyzed a recent pro�le he
wrote about British fast bowler Jimmy Anderson, and the steps he takes to grow a 1-paragraph pitch into a 7,000
word article.

You can view the recording of the session here. [Link broken.]

5.2 Crafting a Life: On Biographies with Jairam Ramesh

http://samanth.in/
https://zoom.us/rec/share/4oLjxaNO9Sr_30OiaNe4FB__EVNYARmW3nM05vG46Lg_duHGMDKyurZx4Jw9LNvl.eerjoKZqd60h35Sx
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The Undergraduate Writing Programme hosted a session with author and Member of Parliament, Jairam
Ramesh on the 9th of  October at 6 PM. He was in conversation with our very own Professor Devapriya Roy,
about his most recent book, the critically acclaimed biography of Krishna Menon, as well as about the art of
conducting research and the craft of writing biographies.

5.3 Writing and Editing from the Margins with Urvashi Butalia

https://www.amazon.in/Chequered-Brilliance-Lives-Krishna-Menon/dp/0670092320/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Jairam+Ramesh&qid=1601646719&sr=8-1
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Urvashi Butalia co-founded Kali for Women in 1984, and Zubaan in 2003. With over 35 years of experience in
feminist and independent publishing, she has a formidable reputation in the industry in India and abroad. She
also has a long involvement in the women’s movement in India, and is a well-known writer, both in academia
and in the literary world. She has several works to her credit, key among which is her path-breaking study of
Partition, The Other Side of Silence: Voices from the Partition of India which won the Oral History Book
Association Award and the Nikkei Asia Award for Culture. She has also taught publishing for over 20 years and
is on the advisory boards of a number of national and international organisations. She has received many awards,
among which are the Pandora award for women’s publishing, the French Chevalier des Artes et des Lettres and
the Padma Shree, the highest civilian honour awarded by the Indian government.
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The UWP hosted a session on 21st November 2020, at 6:00PM, where she was in conversation with
Professor Shamini Kothari on questions of feminist writing, publishing and tools of editing.

5.4 Research and Writing 101 with Arpita Das

The Undergraduate Writing Programme organized a 3-day research and writing workshop by Arpita Das,
founder of Yoda Press. The workshop was held on 12 and 19 September,  and 3 October, at 2:30 PM.

You can view the PPT from the �rst day of the workshop here, the second day here, and the �nal day here.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1jhjEpp-eR8rIdrjIcHnZPz6mSO5AV6shQoB8Kzj-tec/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BkrJ5FBHpakFtZP101vvv0oy24f-XAEz/view?usp=sharing
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6. Contact Us

THE UNDERGRADUATE WRITING PROGRAM

uwp@ashoka.edu.in

https://ashoka.edu.in/UWP

https://ashoka.edu.in/UWP

